
Chelsea Rustrum, A Sharing Effort, Infinite Explorers 

With the sun as her alarm clock, Chelsea Rustrum wakes up to bright yellow beams that flood 

her windows every morning in her San Francisco apartment. She drinks some tea, practices 

yoga and then dives into a world where sharing is living. A world that has brought her to do what 

she loves: create, connect, and economize. That world is the world of the sharing economy. 

In the mid-nineties Chelsea was introduced to the Internet, and she discovered that being online 

gave her a chance to stay connected. While most people were just learning about the Internet, 

she was communicating with people across the globe. 

“I was enthralled with the possibility of a globally connected network – there was 

something about it that spoke to me on a deep, deep level. I knew I absolutely had to 

be a part of it.” 

Chelsea gathered her experience and knowledge of the Internet and its widespread 

capability for possibility, and became a budding entrepreneur. She first launched an 

internet business helping consumers find free items online. This endeavor led to a 

collaboration with other self-starters and resulted in her company called Startup 

Abroad – a program for entrepreneurs  live and work from anywhere in the world as a 

community.  

Today, Rustrum is a co-author of It’s a Sharable Life: A Practical Guide on Sharing ,  a 

book that teaches how to live, work, and travel through the sharing economy and 

beyond. 

http://www.amazon.com/Its-Shareable-Life-Practical-Sharing/dp/0990489175


In an effort to improve the world one step at a time through sharing, Rustrum is on a 

mission to create an awareness of how a the sharing economy economy can redefine individual 

perception of consumerism. Rustrum explores how consumers can barter, borrow and share 

services and products based on what already exists. 

Although the Internet introduced Rustrum to the many possibilities of sharing and connecting, 

she recognizes that turning off and tuning out are important elements to maintaining a happy, 

healthy lifestyle. 

From Couchsurfing to ride sharing, Rustrum believes sharing not only saves money, but also 

promotes life fulfillment on many different levels. 

“We are now looking at our experiences, community, and (hopefully) family and 

friends as the place where we receive and maintain value – finding connectedness in 

our networks and identity in the choices we make verses the things we own.” 

 


